UFT
Everything Ties Together

Contact Centers
(Serving Members)

Events

Empower, Organize & Engage
(EOE)
Proposed Chapter Leader Stipend

great job!

Base
$6 per Member

Consultations
7 Meetings = 5 Points
8/9 Meetings = 6 Points
10 Meetings = 7 Points

Delegate Assembly Attendance
(An Elected School Representative)
7 Meetings = 5 Points
8/9 Meetings = 6 Points
10 Meetings = 7 Points
Proposed Chapter Leader Stipend

great job!

100% Union Membership
5 Points

District Rep Meeting Attendance
(An Elected School Representative)
7 Meetings = 5 Points
8/9 Meetings = 6 Points
10 Meetings = 7 Points

Political/COPE
50% growth = 3 Points
80% - 85% = 5 Points
86% - 95% = 6 Points
96% - 100% = 7 Points
Proposed Chapter Leader Stipend

15 – 19 Points = $250
20 – 24 Points = $500
25 – 27 Points = $750
28 – 33 Points = $1,000

thank you!